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		Adventure Diver

        
			 
        

    

    
	            The PADI Adventure Diver course is a subset of the PADI Advanced Open Water Diver, in which is made 3 of the 5 adventure dives required to complete the course

    
    
    
    
    	    	
        	            		
                    	Summary

                        
                        	                        			Requirements: Open Water Diver 
                                                    			Duration: 2-3 days 
                                                    			Content: 
3 adventure dives 
                                                    			Price: 219 €
                                                    			Minimum age: 10 years 
                                                        Availability
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                The Adventure Diver course is the perfect option for those who wants to improve their skills and experience different ways to enjoy scuba diving. 



After completing 3 adventure dives you will be certified as a PADI Adventure Diver, later on you can upgrade it to a full PADI Advanced Open Water Diver, by completing the remaining 2 dives.



We offer the following dives:
	Peak Performance Buoyancy
	Enriched Air (Nitrox)
	Species identification
	Underwater naturalist
	Underwater Propulsion Vehicle (scooter)
	Multilevel
	Underwater Photography and Videography 
	Deep Diver
	Navigation




The course includes:

✔ Digital theroy materials

✔ In-person theory review

✔ 3 sea practices by boat

✔ Reduction on equipment rental

✔ PADI Adventure Diver certification



Not included:

✘ Food and drinks

✘ Equipment rental

✘ Dive insurance during the course

✘ Medical certificate*, if required





*Before doing the scuba diving course, it is necessary to fill out a medical form to verify that there are no health contraindications. You can find attached the Medical Statement to ensure that you can carry out the activity. In case of doubt, consult your doctor or ask us for more information.





During the course you will need:

✔ Documents: Open Water Diver certification or equivalent, diving insurance and medical statement / certificate

✔ Mobile phone or laptop

✔ Internet connection

✔ Dive equipment, if you have your own

✔ Swimsuit

✔ Towel

✔ Flip-flops or similar

✔ Solar protection**



** In order to protect marine life, we try to avoid sun creams that may be harmful to some species.

Try to replace sunscreen with protective clothing and accessories, avoid using sunscreen as much as possible or use one that guarantees to be eco-friendly.



Location:

Theory: diving center El Rei del Mar (Hotel Panorama)

Swimming pool session: Hotel Panorama

Sea dive: Montgrí coast (Natural Park)



Staff:

Our instructors have a long experience teaching and are accredited guides of the Natural Parc of Montgrí, the Medes Islands and the Baix Ter.
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